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The problem concerning copyright of the imitation works focusing on originality 
is being disputed in academic circles all the time, which is reflected in the amendment 
of Copyright Law, 2001, in which, the scope of “copy” was modified. “The imitation 
works is original and the imitator shall have the copyright thereof” is concluded in the 
dissertation. On the basis thereof, the dissertation puts forward the suggestion to set 
up and perfect the legal protecting system for the imitation works. 
The dissertation includes preface、text and epilogue. The text is divided into 5 
chapters. 
Chapter 1 introduces the concepts and relationships between the fakes and 
imitation works and discusses the position and function thereof, which lays a 
foundation for the discussion below. 
Chapter 2 analyses the implication of originality deeply and delicately. 
According to the legislation experiences of foreign countries, the dissertation sets 
forth the standard of originality; compares the same with the characteristic of 
imitation works and discusses the originality of the imitation works by means of 
induction and deduction. 
Chapter 3 inducts the requirements to be protected by the law and puts forward 
the views on copyright of the infringing imitation which is the difficult and 
ambiguous point existing in practice. 
Chapter 4 further discusses the characteristics of the imitation, and draws a 
conclusion that imitation works belongs to the derivative works according to the 
copyright law, on the basis of which, the dissertation inquires into the rights and 
obligations of the imitator and how to perform them. 
Chapters 5 reasonably allocates the responsibilities for testifying of the parties in 
the action after analysis of the infringement on the copyright, and further discusses the 
methods of preventing the infringement and the remedies thereof. 
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① 这里的复制是 广义上的概念，不同于我国著作权法中的复制，其包括临摹。 


































































































第一章   临摹作品和赝品  7
为，从法理上讲，临摹作品属于复制品，不具有可著作权性。学术界对临摹作品
是否复制品，是否应该受到著作权法的保护众说纷纭，莫衷一是。 
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